Overview of using the automatic Bank payments method for purchasing a
product
What the member does
1. Log onto the Leo site, or go to LEO Shop

2. Select the item/s to purchase in LEO shop. If you go directly to Leo shop without log in you will be
asked at later state to either log in or sign up.

3. Member selects the method of payment for the product.
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4. Assuming bank payment method is selected a menu of possible bank accounts will pop up and the
appropriate one selected. For UAE this is, Euro, AED or US$, India Rupee or for Pakistan rupee or AED.

5. If paying into UAE they then need to select either Electronic payment if using bank transfer or Cash if
paying moneys directly into our company bank account. This ensures the correct tax is paid.
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6. Confirm that you wish to make the purchase by clicking the button at the bottom of the page, and
agree to terms.

7. A Request for Payment document shows up when you click Download Payment Details contain the
Customer details, Product details, Bank details and T & C’s
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8. Within this document is the Unique Payment reference which MUST be quoted on the bank transfer
within a reference field.
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This is the process on the Leo web site completed.
1) Log into you bank site and create a new payment.
2) Ensure you use the Unique Payment reference given by the Leo system as the Description on the
transfer. DO NOT USE username, product name date of purchase or anything else…. just the
reference number which will be something like 1732612181.
3) Send the funds.
This, in theory is all you need to do and assuming that the reference field is completed correctly, and the
bank shows it the payment can be allocate against the order.
As additional help the member might want to send a copy of the bank transfer document as provided by
their bank to PAC@welcometoleo.com stating the reference number in the subject line followed by the
user name, then in the body of the email confirmation for example ₹16,815.00 has been paid by Mr
Brown for a Leo Starter pack on behalf of an order place by BASABI MAITRA.
(Sometimes the payment is not made by the same person who placed the order so this information will
help to match the payment to Leo and the order if the reference number does not come through for some
reason.
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